Treatment of mice bearing BCL1 lymphoma with bispecific antibodies.
Bispecific antibodies with specificity for the CD3/TCR complex of CTL and a target cell Ag can bridge both cell types and trigger cellular cytoxicity. We have produced bispecific antibodies, directed against the surface-expressed Id of the mouse BCL1 lymphoma and the mouse CD3 complex, by hybrid-hybridoma fusion. Two recombination Ig were purified to homogeneity: B1 X 7D6F, which is univalent for Id and CD3 binding and B1 X 7D6M, which is univalent for Id binding but has lost the CD3 binding because of association of the anti-CD3 H chain with the inappropriate L chain. In vitro studies indicate that bridging the TCR/CD3 complex of resting T cells with tumor IgM Id and the appropriate bispecific antibody induced proliferation and secretion of IL-2. Furthermore, in cytotoxicity assays using 51Cr-labeled tumor cells, preactivated T cells could be targeted with the bispecific antibody to give complete lysis of the Ag+ tumor. Finally, the activity of the bispecific antibody was confirmed in vivo. Animals treated i.v. with 5 micrograms of bispecific antibody 9 days after receiving BCL1 cells were cured. Furthermore, when these animals were checked at 150 days for dormant or variant tumors, as have been reported after other forms of immunotherapy in this model, none could be found. Immunotherapy experiments comparing a mixture of control antibodies with the bispecific antibody demonstrate that tumor cell-T cell bridging is established in vivo and is required for therapeutic success. These results indicate the importance of bispecific antibodies as a novel form of treatment for cancer.